URETHANE FOAM PRINTING
MODELS AND MOULDS

ABOUT US
- N=C=O srl began its activity in 1978 like company dedicated to urethane
foam parts moulding. It is part of Corradini Group, active from 1960 in
urethane foams production, with companies in Italy, United States
and United Arab Emirates.
- Over the years it developed its knowledge in the field of urethane
technology in collaboration with group department of research and
development, specializing in the production of parts for automotive
industry and making this sector its core business, while not
neglecting other projects in different fields, such as furniture,
biomedical, rope transport and controlled passages.
- In 2012 N=C=O acquires Gemitech Italia, a company that produces high
precision light metal carpentry.
- In 2017, to extend its products range, together with Modelleria
Modenese, N=C=O founds Pan Compositi, a company dedicated to
the high-performance composite materials components production.

- N=C=O srl. has got an internal and efficient mould construction
department that deals with the creation, modification and maintenance
of all equipment.
- It also has highly trained and competent operators in charge of the
ordinary and extraordinary maintenance foaming machines.
- Customer service is completed by the advice that we always offer, either
in the design phase, then during the whole life of the product, to refine
and improve as much as possible the characteristics of each printed
part.
- N=C=O srl has got advanced 3D CAD programs that can display any
kind of modeling and has got also a 3D measuring equipment
interfaced with CAD data for dimensional control of produced parts. In
synergy with a company connected to us, we can also, if necessary,
provide services of 3D modeling with class A surfaces, design, codesign and rapid prototyping.
- Quality certification according to ISO 9001 achieved in 2002

N=C=O today
Plant with a total area of 20000 m², of which 11000 are covered.
Average turnover in last years: 9 million Euros
Average number of employees: 66
21 moulding centers equipped with Afros Cannon high pressure foaming
machines.
2 CAD workstations
1 Hexagon measuring arm
3 presses for cutting sheet materials
2 deburring robots
3 pneumatic sandblasters
Our major customers:
Ferrari Auto, Automobili Lamborghini, Maserati, Poltrona Frau, CNHInd,
Argo Tractors, Leitner AG, Gunnebo Entrance Control, Cobo, Mecaer
Aviation Group, Bbraun
Our partners: Corradini Group: www.dunagroup.com
Gemitech Italia: www.gemitech.it
Pan Compositi: www.pancompositi.it
Modelleria Modenese: www.modmod.it

PRODUCTS
N=C=O srl, thanks to the presence of 21 moulding centres with highpressure foaming machines Afros CANNON, is capable of processing
a wide range of urethane materials that can give to the finished
product many different characteristics.
In production we use expanded formulations rigid and rigid reinforced
with glass continuous wire MAT, semi-rigid integral skin and flexible,
with the possibility of obtaining different colors and also manage the
in mould coating painting process.
Raw materials used in our company are purchased exclusively by the
major world producers, such as Bayer and Dow Chemical.
- STRUCTURAL URETHANE FOAM: moulding of rigid parts using
BAYDUR material in neutral colour or black in mass.
- STRUCTURAL URETHANE FOAM REINFORCED WITH GLASS MAT:
moulding of rigid parts using BAYDUR material in neutral colour or
black in mass reinforced with glass MAT UNIFILO.

- SEMIRIGID INTEGRAL SKIN URETHANE FOAM: printing of parts with
different colours and different densities even with in- mould coating
painting process.
- RIM URETHANE FOAM: formulation with high abrasion resistance for
example suitable for aerodynamic car bottom.
- FLEXIBLE URETHANE FOAM: production of upholstery for seats, seat
backs, armrests, even co-moulded over rigid frames.
- ENERGY ABSORBING URETHANE FOAM: specific formulation that in
many cases gives good results in impact tests that usually affect
dashboard parts, upper trims and door panels.
- ADDITIONAL PROCESSES: internally, or through collaboration with
outside companies close to us, we are able to complete the printed parts
with sandblasting, flocking, soft lining gluing, assembly of brackets and
other components.

Customers project
analysis using modern 3D
CAD systems
Internal department for tools
construction and maintenance

Large covered spaces for storage of raw
materials and products

Raw parts moulded
production

Part's robotic deburring

Other production
steps examples

Aerodynamic car bottom

Spare wheel tank

Dashboard carrier

Tunnel consolle with URL
manually glued on surface
to create soft touch

Dashboard with air
duct glued

Door panel with air duct
assembled

Semirigid integral
skin urethan foam
parts painted using
in- mould coating
process

Dashboard
F588 GTB
Fiorano
assembled in
the car and like
raw part

Contacts
N=C=O srl
Via per San Felice, 36
41031 Camposanto (MO)
Italy
(Located in the northern part of the
province of Modena, it is 25km from
Modena and 35km from Bologna)

Phone: +39 053580811
Fax: +39 053580800
E-mail: info@ncosrl.com
Management and
commercial area: Manfredini Federica
+39 053580805
femanfre@ncosrl.com
Logistics and
Production:
Rovatti Raffaella
+39 053580801
rrovatti@ncosrl.com
Quality dept:
Righi Elia
+39 053580803
Elia.righi@ncosrl.com
Purchasing dept: Panza Enrico
+39 0535 80809
epanza@ncosrl.com
Administration: Balboni Stefania
+39 053580817
sbalboni@ncosrl.com
Finance:
Balboni Francesca
+39 053580802
fbalboni@ncosrl.com

